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Panduit® PatchRunner™2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical 
Patching Brings Advanced Architecture to Cabling Infrastructure 

 
 

TINLEY PARK, IL (January 21, 2019) - Panduit Corp. a leading global provider of network infrastructure solutions, 
is expanding their PatchRunner™2 family with the PatchRunner™2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with 
Vertical Patching.  
 
Panduit® PatchRunner™2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching delivers a comprehensive 
architecture that helps regulate access to network equipment, efficiently organize cables and ensure continuous 
coherent performance. This new addition supports significantly more cable capacity allowing more storage for 
larger, and additional cables.  

 
Special features of the PatchRunner™2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager 
includes: an extra deep high cable capacity manager, EIA spacing in the 
channel for vertical patching, and two standard color options for a coherent 
aesthetic design.  
 
“The PatchRunner™2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical 
Patching is the market leader for high density applications. Panduit’s 
innovative zero RU vertical mounting allows the user to install patch panels, 
small active equipment and other accessories directly into the backbone of 
the manager, freeing up valuable RU space within the rack,” explains Product 
Manager, Jeff Krosel.  
 

This premium product provides a solid, quality foundation for properly structuring cables in your infrastructure 
to increase cable lifespan and reduce unexpected costs down the road.  
 
“The expansion of the PatchRunner™2 family with the PatchRunner™2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with 
Vertical Patching illustrates Panduit’s commitment to continuous improvement when it comes to cable 
management products,” says Associate Product Manager, Michael Novak. “We are proud to deliver superior 
products that better serve our customers’ needs and look forward to providing efficient cable management 
infrastructure solutions today, tomorrow, and in the future.” 
 
Learn more about our PatchRunner™2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching. 

About Panduit  
Since 1955, Panduit’s culture of curiosity and passion for problem solving have enabled more meaningful 
connections between companies’ business goals and their marketplace success. Panduit creates leading-edge 
physical, electrical, and network infrastructure solutions for enterprise-wide environments, from the data center 
to the telecom room, from the desktop to the plant floor. Headquartered in Tinley Park, Ill., USA and operating 
in 112 global locations, Panduit’s proven reputation for quality and technology leadership, coupled with a 
robust partner ecosystem, help support, sustain, and empower business growth in a connected world. For more 
information, visit www.panduit.com.  
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